
World 
sweet home 
Home for wherever you are

For four decades, travelling by Rimor has meant that, 
all in all, home is wherever you are. A full range of 
highly functional and essential overcab and low-profile 
motorhomes and vans which this year welcomes Evo, the 
latest addition to the Rimor fleet. 

The mountains. The seaside. The countryside. The city. 
Everywhere is a chance to explore. For the family and 
for adventure lovers who are always on the lookout for 
something new.

Feel "at home" no matter where you are.



News
The evolution continues

There’s a new addition to the Rimor fleet. It's called Evo 
and brings with it the whole history of the brand – it's 
all set to become a new classic. At its heart is the Ford 
mechanical unit – reliable and spacious, and already the 
star of many of our most successful vehicles of the past: 
Koala, Brig, Unico and many others.

The design is all new, with a sporty and modern look, and 
is ready to astound with its refined interior and innovative 
living solutions.

And the evolution continues. Seal, Evo and Super Brig are 
now all available in both low-profile and overcab models to 
better adapt to your needs. All our ranges feature the new 
fully dimmable LED "light guide", even more functional 
wall units and interior solutions, new fittings and plenty of 
options to choose from.



Let's set off 
from here
Agile and compact – ideal for life on 
the road.

With Horus, a new approach to travel was born: compact 
size, easy handling, with surprising interior space. It is 
available in two different configurations: Horus 38, up to 4 
berths and Horus 45, up to 6 berths.

Cities, mountains, the seaside, no place is out of reach: 
exploration and adventure have no limits. Let your passions 
guide you, Horus is the van of your dreams.
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Fun is essential.



Get behind the 
wheel of your 
dreams
So many different solutions and one 
very affordable price.

Seal gets everyone on board. 12 models, from 6.5 m to 7.4 
m, up to 7 certified seats and a variety of solutions capable 
of satisfying everyone's needs, with particular attention to 
the quality/price ratio.

Seal does not forget the features that make the difference: 
the new drop-down bed with integrated motor and safety 
locking system is standard on all low-profile models. Simple 
style with a strong character: Seal is the right motorhome 
for every trip.
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An Evolution 
Begins
The future is already a classic.

Evo has all of Rimor's history inside and reinterprets it 
in the best possible way. Starting with its very core: the 
Ford mechanical unit moves you safely up tough climbs 
and winding roads. The new modern design of the 
thermoplastics stands out for its sporty and attractive 
shape.

The six different models within the Evo range - in both 
low-profile and overcab – with lengths ranging from 6.9 
to 7.3 m, and from 4 to 7 berths – offer a bright future for 
you to look towards, perhaps from the openable Skyview, 
available as optional.
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Set sail with 
Rimor’s 
flagship
Nautical style, Italian passion.

Super Brig has always been Rimor’s flagship motorhome. 
Designed and much-loved by Rimor's founder Luano 
Niccolai, it is now available both in low-profile and overcab 
models. 

Top quality finishings, spacious living areas and special 
fittings. Super Brig is astonishing in the quality of its 
details, the nautical look of its interiors and the liveability 
of its dinettes and living areas, which has been enhanced 
with a new top-of-the-range refrigerator column. No 
compromises here. A motorhome for truly "professional" 
holidaymakers.
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